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Product Name AI Applications

i.MX 8M family for advanced audio, voice and video, voice control, voice assistance 

i.MX 8X family safety certifiable and efficient performance for auto, industrial and consumer

i.MX 8 family
for advanced graphics, imaging and performance for auto,  

industrial and consumer

Crossover i.MX RT 
for audio subsystems, consumer and healthcare, home and building 

automation, industrial computing, motor control and power consumption

i.MX 6, 7 & 8 for the consumer market and smart home, IoT cloud integration

Kinetis® and LPC 

MCUs with low- 

power Arm® Cortex

cores merge exceptional performance efficiency, memory scalability and 

integrated security. The on-chip hardware acceleration for symmetric 

cryptography reduces (CPU) loading, simplifies implementation, reduces 

software overhead, and allows the system to perform more efficiently

Layerscape® 

Products

the QorIQ® communications processor portfolio offers unmatched depth 

and breadth. With the addition of our next-generation QorIQ Layerscape 

series processors built on Arm core technology, the portfolio extends 

performance to the smallest form factor—from power-constrained 

networking and industrial applications to new virtualized networks  

and embedded systems requiring an advanced datapath and network 

peripheral interfaces

S32 MCUs and 

microprocessor units

for automotive and industrial applications provide the best architecture for 

performance and power efficiency. They’re designed to address current 

and future connectivity, security, and safety challenges. Automotive systems 

for driver assistance and driver replacement are a primary domain of AI 

deployment. The S32 family of ICs provide domain specific solutions for 

inference for sensor signal processing, such as Radar, Optical sensors as well 

as powertrain, vehicle dynamics and vehicle network connectivity solutions
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Confidentiality

Adversarial 
examples

Integrity and
Authenticity

Privacy

For defense

Intrusion detection

Fraud detection

Control flow
protection

For attack

SCA

API/protocol

Security & ML

ML for Security Security of ML
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Motorbike
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